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ELECTRON: THE RADIATING VIRTUAL TOKEN
A token intended to redefine the meaning of crypto currency usage and reinstall the initial spirit
of virtual currency. We would like to propose a token that would exceed the real life use cases
for any crypto currency made till date and promote a fair ecosystem of virtual mobility.

1.Introduction:
In this paper we analyze the Electron cutting edge innovation in the Binance Blockchain for on
the web and disconnected consolidated administrations, Electron Services are viewed as the
following progressive for upgrading blockchain applications and advances.
1.1The Beginning of a New Era - The Creation of Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Concept
Bitcoin (₿) is a decentralized digital currency, without a central Bank or single administrator,
that can be sent from user to user on the peer to peer bitcoin network without the need for
intermediaries. Transactions are verified by network nodes through cryptography and recorded
in a public distributed ledger called a blockchain. The cryptocurrency was invented in 2008 by
an unknown person or group of people using the name Satoshi Nakamoto. The currency began
use in 2009 when its implementation was released as open- source software.

1.2 History
The Decentralized Digital Currency Concept had been under study for decade where there might be no
authority in the middle of transactions, Bitcoin (as the first CryptoCurrency) succeed to provide
anonymous transactions without exposing the identity of the sender or the receiver which led to a real
practical way to provide security to users and anonymity control around the world
1.2.1 The Anonymous E Cash Protocols
The anonymous 1980s and 1990s electronic cash protocols were mostly dependent on a
crypt- graphic primitive called Chaumian Blinding that provided new currencies with privacy
control, however their underlying protocol failed to gain attraction because they were dependent
on a centralized authority.
1.2.2 Money through solving Puzzles
In 1998, Wei Dai’s b-money succeeded to become the first proposal to introduce an innovative
idea depending on creating money through solving computational puzzles and Decentralization,
however that proposal did not show how a decentralized environment could be implemented.
1.2.3 Reusable Proof Of Work
In 2005, Hai Finney introduced a new concept of “ reusable proof of work” which is a whole
system that uses combined ideas from b-money and Adam Back’s computationally Hashcash
puzzles in order to create a new concept for Cryptocurrency, however it failed shortly because it
relied on trust computing mechanism as a backend
1.2.4 Satoshi Nakamoto and Bitcon
In 2009, Bitcoin as the first decentralized currency was implemented in practice by Satoshi
Nakamoto that combined primitives to manage ownership of Bitcoin through public key
cryptography with a hashing algorithm in order to keep track of blockchain of who owns coins,
known as “ proof of work”.

Electron is planning to improve the performance of transactions and applied applications through Binance
Smart Contract utilizing an upgraded hashing calculation for encryption decryption to provide more
secured transactions, faster the transactions duration, lowering the transactions fees and allowing users
to completely rely upon Electron token to do their genuine business in a safe and secure way.
2. Inspiration and Action
Electron is a refined expression of what is possible and how we can get there early. A reflection into the
journey of understanding human nature and decoding the essence of negative charges. Electron is a
stable subatomic particle with a charge of negative electricity acting as the primary carrier of electricity. If
we associate this phenomenon with general human behavior then we can better comprehend the relation
of electrons with human science. The nature of human psychology is such that it reacts to negative
emotions more attentively and gravitates to them more often than the positive ones. This nature is aligned
with the properties of ELECTRON, a negatively charged particle responsible for carrying out electricity. It
is vital in creating electric fields and contributes to many forms of energy. Our project is no different from
that core principle of electron: we work to transform the negative charges of humans; frustrated with the
unfair nature of this system and its complicated structure, into a new carefully designed pattern that
ensures a fair and progressive world for all.

The idea of creating a token inspired from the correlation of nature and human character fascinated our
founders. For the first time in the crypto community, someone actually thought of making a positive impact
by endorsing such an unusual concept on the core front. The founders were honest with their own
experiences and never hesitated to acknowledge the power of adversity. They believed on the common
notion that no matter how hard the situation was initially for them, they saw a stronger and more confident
side of them on the other side of those unfavorable times. Hence a new code was meant to be written to
pay gratitude to this phenomenon and inspire coming generations to explore this uncommon way of
learning to overcome challenges.

3.Electron:
Electron Token API
Electron uses Binance API that employs HTTP Basic API key authentication model and is single
purpose API, with a RESTful architecture. It supports JSON response and request formats.
Enhanced Hashing Algorithm
A hash algorithm is a function that converts a data string into a numeric string output of fixed
length. Two of the most common hash algorithms are the MD5 (Message-Digest algorithm 5) and
the SHA-1 (Secure Hash Algorithm). MD5 Message Digest checksums are commonly used to
validate data integrity when digital files are transferred or stored.

Enhanced NFC Payment
NFC, or near-field communication, technology is implemented in both software and hardware
cryptocurrency wallets for making payment processes faster. Electron emphasizes enhanced
NFC payment practices.
Electron Double Spending Proof

Double-spending is a potential flaw in a digital cash scheme in which the same single digital
token can be spent more than once. Electron is committed to avoiding such flaws.
Electron Mobility
Electron foresees wide mobility of its services and transactions supported by high trade volume
along with multiple use cases. The project is all about exceeding the ability of a token.
4. Electron Services:
➢ Wallets
➢ Global Exchanges
➢ Decentralized Cloud Storage
➢ Social Community Platform
➢ E shop
➢ Gaming
➢ Academy
➢ NEWS

➢
➢
➢
➢

Global Business Partners
Lottery Programs
FreeLancing Opportunities
Rewards
● Marketers and Authors Rewards
● Stakeholders Rewards

5.Electron ICO
The opportunity with Electron Token ICO
Being part of ELC ICO is going to make your crypto journey powerful and adventurous. The combination
of expertise on the part of crypto gurus and first hand buyers designed our ICO Campaign.They came to
agree on the following division Pre-ICO, Main ICO and Company reserves.

Allocation of coins
● 6% to the Team
● 5% to the Advisors
● 17% Company Reserves
● 5% Marketing
● 4% Research and Development
ICO stages and bonuses
● 15% Pre-ICO
● 45% Main ICO
● 3% Bounties and Legal support etc
Electron ICO Schedule & Purchasing Methods
The ICO is expected to commence from FEBRUARY 2022. For more details visit our website regularly.
The official announcement will be made on the website with important additional information regarding
ICO participation. The cost and minimum purchase and payment methods will also be disclosed soon on
our website.

6. Electron Roadmap
Electron emerged as a strong project through various stages. It is growing its potential gradually as it
strives to reach its ultimate destination in near future.

❖ October 2021
Project Development : Commencement of Project Development Plans and Model
❖ December 2021
Company Formation and Marketing : Official company meeting and first round of
fundraising

❖ January 2022
Public Appearance and Website Launch : Electron got its public launch and token
started to appear on several exchange sites
❖ March 2022
Hybrid Investment Plan: Next phase of project with stacking schemes for ELC TOKEN
holders
❖ June 2022
Confidential Platform: Build corresponding platforms to unlock more use cases to
incentivize our users

7.BASIC TOKEN INFO:
TOKEN Name: ELECTRON
TOKEN Ticker: ELC
Max Token Supply: 5000000000000
Total Circulating Supply: 5000000000000
Token Type: BEP 20
Contract Address: 0xC77b4C6b9075B461e3eDdA2b39aB0CaAF02B0F8B
Track us here:
● Live Chart https://charts.bogged.finance/?c=bsc&t=0xC77b4C6b9075B461e3eDdA2b39aB0CaAF02B0F8B
● Swap https://pancakeswap.finance/swap
● Nomicshttps://nomics.com/assets/elc4-electron?interval=7d
Coming soon :
Coinmarketcap
CoinGecko
Hotbit

Connect with us:
Email: support@elctoken.co/ info@elctoken.co
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ElcToken
Twitter: https://twitter.com/https://twitter.com/ElcToken
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk2ym1vo2ASsDhCJvDKU9Aw

